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Within the past few years there has been a reconsid

eration of the function of commercial education in the total

munity. It is only by inti~te knowledge of business and its

requirements that a sound program for training young people

can be accomplished.

, ',t

',," ,",

" :' ,
... : : :. i [:j \

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

program of secondary education. Commercial teachers have

ceased to look upon cammercial education as merely training

young people in the skills of typewriting, shorthand, and

bookkeeping. While it is true that these three subjects

continue to be important in the vocational education of youth,

consideration is being given to the contributions which com

mercial education can make toward the total background and

experience of all students in school. Other sUbjects are

being recognized as important courses in the cammercial cur

ricula of various schools.

Modern schools have come to recognize that thought

and time must be given to the development and maintenance or

satisfactory public-relations, and that community needs must

be considered in the school program. To be effective in the

public-relations program of the school system, the commercial

department must be responsive to the development and organi

zation of the business and commercial interests of the com-
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Today we find in commercial education. as in all. other

lines of education. that research is the tool of modern edu

cational progress.

Professor F.,G. Nichols. in discussing the value of

surveys of occupational opportunities. says, "While it is

quite probable that national surveys of occupational oppor

tunities will be more signifi'cant than local studies in shap

ing a program of commercial education, a local survey will

exert a strong influence on procedure to be followed in

making a local study."l

Commercial education is endeavoring to make a closer

adjustment of pupils and students to actual occupational

requirements. or to prepare them for life.

One of the objectives of commercial education is to

facilitate the transition of the pupil from school to his

chosen occupation with satisfaction to himself and to his

employer.2

The changing conditions of industrial life to-day de

mand,re-adjustment of schools to better aid youth to meet

these changes.

~rederick G. Nichols. "What are the steps in the
Process of determining the Occupational Opportunities in a
Given City?" Eastern Commercial Teachers' Year Book (New
York: Published by Eastern Commercia! Teachers'-XSS'n.,
1928). p. 364. '

2J. o. Mallott. Commercial Education Bulletin, No.4
(Washington, D. C.: United states Government printrng Office,
1928). p. 33.
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This study is limited toLimitation of the Problem.

a survey of the opinions and experiences of business men of

Warren, Ohio. A representative group of fifty-one executives

was interViewed, and they were connected with firms that

employ the majority of the high school commercial graduates.

The study is SUbjective in nature representing personal views

statement S2!~ Problem.· What are the desirabl~

directions in which the commercial departments should be going?

It was the purpose of this study to find these desirable and

necessary changes (1) by finding ways that the cammercial de

partments of Trumbull County, Ohio, high schools could better

serve the business community; and (2) by seeking curriculum

changes that would better aid pupils in preparation for life.

Specifically, this study was concerned with the

following major problems:

1. To study the vocational opportunities in Warren,

Ohio, and to discover how nearly the business sUbjects offered

in the secondary schools fit the community needs.

2. To seek information valuable in vocational guidance

and in the placement of graduates in suitable positions.

3. To determine the desired training, age, sex, and

experience for employees in different office positions.

4. To make suggestions from the data that will pro

vide a basis for improving commercial education in the high

schools.
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and experience$, but the men studied have been successful

and are in close contact with office employees. They, there

fore, are competent to answer the questionnaire in a free and

unbiased manner.

Importance of ~ Study. A continuous comprehensive

survey of the business community 1s necessary in a gUidance

program. The facts disclosed by the survey will be of great

guidance value in helping the student decide future courses.

The survey reveals any differentiation that may exist between

sexes, in the matter of positions available to the high school

graduate. It shows What positions are most in demand.

The survey reveals the inadequacies of the present

commercial curricula. It reveals whether there is an over

production of stenographers and bookkeepers and scarcity of

trained clerical help.

Not enough attention has been given to the large group

of bOys and girls whose education ceases with the high school.

It is this group that goes out into the business offices of

the community as the product of the schools and which causes

some of the criticisms of local education. Pupils who have

received training in the cammercial departments of the high

schools should be able to find a market for their skills.

Moreover, the employer should not be required to carry an

employee on the payroll for any ~onsiderable time before he

is earning the weekly pay.
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The interviews with employers reveal their criticisms

and also their suggestions for improvement of the schools and

indirectly their employees.

This was the first job-opportunity survey ever con

ducted in Warren, Ohio.

Materials and Methods Used. Both the interview and=;";';";',;;",,;;0.--;';'_ _

the questionnaire methods of approach were used in securing

the data. The questionnaire part of the method would insure

uniformity of material with which to work. The interview

part of the method would insure speed and sureness in secur

ing information as well as accuracy in filling in answers to

the questions. The interviewer received many worth while

comments which would have been missed except for the personal

contacts.

,.~ .
was adapted to usee; in the, survey of Warren •

. After the questionnaire, was prepared, it was submitted
.

to three business men in Terre Haute for constructive criticisms.

A copy of the questionnaire appears in the Appendix. 4

'.
3J •. Ralph IrOns, "Job Opportunity Surveyt' Monograph 33,

(Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1936) pp. 18-19.

4See Appendix A.
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been ~one in other communities follows.

The Chamber of Commerce of the city of Warren was'much

Similar Researches in Commercial Education. Professor

-~.

interested in the study and rendered material aid by furnish-

ing a letter of introduction and a suggestive list of business

executives who were. closely associated with the personnel of

the offices in a representative group of industries. In most

instances it was necessary to arrange for appointments several

days ahead of the interview. The length of the interview

varied from twenty minutes to an hour and a half in the cases

of several personnel managers who were particularly interested

in the study.

The cordial reception accorded the study bespeaks a

willingness on the part of personnel managers and business

executives to cooperate with the schools in discovering more

adequate means of helping graduates of the commercial curric-

ulai.·bf the high schools.

In attacking this problem it is necessary to be familiar

with similar studies in the commercial field. A brief survey

of the literature relative to other research work which has

John A. Anderson, Head of the Commerce Department of the Junior

College in Pasadena, California conducted a survey in Pasadena.

The purpose of this study was to find the needs of a particular

community with reference to trained office workers and to



arrange courses in the schools to fit the students to fulfill

these needs. Questionnaires were distributed to all business

firms in Pasadena, employing business help.5

"An Occupational Study of the Commercial Graduates

from Stivers High School of Dayton, Ohio" is the title of a

survey made by Professor Jay W. Holmes in 1926. A summary of

this study was given in The Journal of Commercial Education,

January, 1929. The purpose of this survey was to find out

what the commercial graduates were doing and what parts of

their work were most profitable to them with a view of finding

what more could be done in the education of future pupils.

Professor E. G. Blackstone of the University of Iowa

began in 1927 a continuing survey to cover the whole field of

commercial education in the state of Iowa. The purpose of

the first unit of the Iowa survey was to cover the status of

commercial education in the state of Iowa, and information

was secured through use of five hundred questionnaires which

were sent to commercial teachers of the state, covering such

items as the training of teachers, their ages, their business

experience, their teaching experience, the subjects offered

and the percentages of pupils in high school who were enrolled

in the commercial departments. 6

5Benjamin R. Haynes, and Jessie Graham, Research in
Business Education, (Los Angeles: C. C. Crawford, 1932),-P.155.

6E• G. Blackstone, "Research Studies in Commercial
Education", University of Iowa Monographs in Education, II,
(Iowa City: College of~ucation PUblicatIOn, 1927), p. 1.
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The second unit was an occupational history of com

mercial graduates. The purpose of this second investigation

was to determine what has become, during the decade after

they left school, o~ those students who took commercial sub

jects in Iowa high schools. "The method of attack was to

enlist the cOQperation of commercial teachers in some twenty

representative Iowa towns of all sizes and types. Then there

was sent to each student who could be located a list of

questions covering his schooling and his business experience.,,7

Three similar researches in commercial education were

conducted in Terre Haute. One was an occupational survey of

the graduates of the three high schools of Terre Haute by

Professor Shepherd Young, Head of the Department of Commerce

of Indiana state Teachers College. The purpose of this survey

which was conducted by personally interviewing one hundred

si~ty-one commercial graduates, was to ascertain in what voca

tions the high school graduates were working, how the courses

studied in high school functioned on the job, where the com

mercial curriculum was deficient, and what remedial and

constructive suggestions could be offered by graduates. 8

7E• G. Blackstone, "Research Studies in Connnerd:ial
Education", UniversitI of Iowa Monographs in Education, III,
(Iowa City: College of~ducation Publication, 1928), p. 1.

8Shepherd Young, "Research Studies in Connnercial
Education", UniversitI of Iowa Monographs in Education, V,
(Iowa City: College of~ducation PublicatIOn, 1932), p. 48.
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A second survey was made of the duties of office 'workers

in most of the business offices of Terre Haute by Miss Mabel

Kerr. She used a combination of the questionnaire and inter

view methods of collecting data. The purpose of her study was

to determine the necessary training, experience, and duties of

office workers. 9

The third study was a survey made by Mrs. Nell Glenn

Darrough, a graduate student of Indiana State Teachers College.

The purpose of Mrs. DarrOUgh's survey was to get the employer's

point of view concerning the requirements placed on office

workers and is similar to a part of this study. Data were

secured by interviewing fifty business men of Terre Haute. A

questionnaire was filled in at the time of the interview. IO

A more recent research in business education was con-

ducted by Miss Edith Virginia Black, a graduate student of

St~nford University. Her problem was to make an investigation

into community needs, the findings of which were to be a basis

for suggested improvements in the organization of the work of

the eommercial department of the San Diego, California, High

School. She used two questionnaires, one which was sent to

five hundred members of the Merchant's Credit Association in

9Mabel Kerr, itA Study of the Duties of Office Workers
in Terre Haute," (UnpUblished Master's thesis, Indiana state
Teachers College, Terre Haute, 1934).

l°Mrs. Nell Glenn Darrough, "A Survey of Industrial
Terre Haute,1t (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Indiana State
Teachers College, Terre Haute, 1934).
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1. To learn what the business executives consider a

I1Haynes and Graham, ,2E. cit.~ pp. 155-157.

l2Irons, ,2E. ill., pp. 7-29.

Comparison .2!~ Study.!ill Surveys Noted. It was

the purpose of this stUdy to find the answers to these

questions:

San Diego and the other mailed to three hundred sixty-eight

graduates of the cammercial department, or to those who had

completed most of the commercial courses offered in the city's

high school. ll

A survey was made by the cammercial teachers of the

Evansville, Indiana, Public Schools of the commercial positions

in that community. This survey was conducted in 1935 in con

nection with the revision of the cammercial course of study.

High school students were trained to interview the business

men of the city and to fill in the questionnaire. 12

good commercial curriculum and what they consider the weak

nesses of the present curricula?

2. To learn what are the personal traits desired in

an employee?

3. What are the preferences of employers as to sex,

age, experience, and educational requirements?

4. What remedial constructive suggestions can be

offered from a study of this survey?
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If this study can establish a closer cooperation be

tween the community and the school, also providing gUidance

standards in advising youth, it may be of service in improv

ing the commercial training in the community studied.

The objectives of the present survey and the surv,eys

reviewed were to improve the conditions and the results of

commercial training.

Most of the ~urveys reviewed were concerned with the

type of occupation of the graduates and the efficiency of the

cammercial courses studied from the graduates' viewpoints.

This study has attacked the problem of bettering the

commercial curriculum by seeking information from the employers

based on their experience in working with the product of the

commercial department. While most of the studies have made

surveys to determine either the viewpoints of business men

relative to the efficiency of their employees or a job occu

pational survey, it is the purpose of this study to include

both.

i i
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CHAPTER II

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Vocational Opportunities. This study includes the

opinions of fifty-one executives of Warren, Ohio. They in

clude business men who hire only one helper and those who

have charge of from two to one hundred sixty which is the

case in some of the larger manufacturing plants.

Table I shows the number normally employed in the

various positions during normal times. The table shows a

more equal distribution of the sexes than is usually found

in studies of this kind. There were forty-four per cent males

and fifty-six per cent females employed. This even distribu

tion of sexes may be due to the number of men employed in the

larger industrial plants as general office clerks. Especially

is this true for the steel mills.. ,

. ,~'.

Twelve of the twenty-two positions listed had from five

to no male help l'i,st,ed. as doing that type of work. There were

only~~ight positions which were filled by five or fewer women.

It is interesting to note that men outnumbered the ladies in

eight cases while the ladies had the greater number in thir

teen positions and were equal in one.

The positions of General Office Clerk and Salesman

showed the largest number of workers employed or a composite

total of thirty-eight per cent. Yet they are neglected in

the high school curricula.



Number Approximate
Position Males Females Total Per Cent

Bookkeeper 32 30 62 9.7
Bookkeeper-stenographer 1 31 32 5.2
Shorthand-Stenographer 40 40 6.3
Dictaphone Operator 21 21 3.2
Typis~s 2 31 33 5.2
secretary 19 19 3
General Office Clerk 94 26 120 18.9
Bill Olerk 8 10 18 3
File Clerk 7 7 1
Order 'Olerk 8 4 12 2
Time -Clerk 13 7 20 3
stock 01erk 17 2 19 3
Mail 01erk 4 5 9 1.4
Shipping Olerk 7 7 1
Cashier 33 10 43 7.1
Mimeograph Operator 4 4 .6
Mu1tlgraph Operator 2 2 4 .6
Telephone Operator 19 19 3
Messenger or Office Boy 8 8 1.2
saleS!Jlan 45 76 121 19
Adding Machine Operator 4 9 13 2
calculator Operator 4 4 .6

Total 278 357 635
Per Cent 44 56 100

I

I
f
I

I,
1

TABLE I

NUMBER EMPLOYED UNDER
NORMAL CONDITIONS

13
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Tables II, III, and IV show the employment in the

three general fields of stenography, bookkeeping and general

clerical work.

Table II brings out the fact that only three per cent

of the stenographic positions were filled by men, while women

held ninety-seven per cent of the stenographic positions in

the offices visited. The mmall business office has a definite

need for the bookkeeper-stenographer type of worker as there

is usually only one person employed in the office.

The Dictaphone or Ediphone operators were employed in

the larger offices where one employee handled the correspondence

of several executives. A large majority of the Dictaphone and

Ediphone operators were trained on the ~ob and had no special

training in the schools. This was due to the fact that courses

in the use of the above machines are not taught in the com

mercial departments.

TABLE II

STENOGRAPHIC POSITIONS

Number
Position Male Female Total Per Cent

Bookkeeper-Stenographer :1 31 32 22
Shorthand-Stenographer 40 40 28
Dictaphone or

Ediphone Operator 21 21 14
Typist 2 31 33 23
Secretary 19 19 13

Total 3 142 145
Per Cent 3 97 100
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Table II shows that there is very little demand for male

stenographers and, therefore, very few boys should study

shorthand in the hppe that it will benefit them vocationally.

The vocationalposs~bilities for girls are greatest in the

positions of shorthand-stenographers, bookkeeper-stenographers

and typists.

A more favorable picture for the male sex is presented

by Table III. Thirty-five per cent of the bookkeeping positions

were held by men and the number of men employed with the one

duty of bookkeeping alone, exceeded the number of women in the

same position.

It was learned from the interviews that very few high

school graduates are hired as bookkeepers but that they usually

are advanced to this position after some experience in another

position in the office. Therefore, while about fifteen per

cent of the positions listed includes bookkeepers, (See Table I)

there is very little:opportunity for either boys or girls

graduating from high school to be employed as a bookkeeper in

their, first job.

"The sUbject of bookkeeping is important in the general

education of youth for every day life more than its vocational

possibilities" was frequently heard from the people interviewed.

In the future, the bookkeeping course in the high school should

be taught primarily for the purpose of teaching general business

principles useful in every day life with the vocational pos

sibilities as the secondary purpose.
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TABLE III

BOOKKEEPING POSITIONS

Number
Positions Males Females Total Per Cent

Bookkeeper 32 30 62 66
stenographer-

Bookkeeper 1 31 32 34

Total 33 61 94
Per Cent 35 65 100

There were eleven positions listed under the general

clerical division as tabulated in Table IV. The number of

employees in this division exceeded the number in any other

group.

Men held seventy per cent of the clerical positions

while women were employed in thirty per cent. seem1ngly~

this is one field of vocational opportunity for boys if they

wish',to work in an office.

General clerical positions are stepping stones to

better positions as clerks are transferred to other positions

as they prove their worth. It was the firm belief of one

executive, in particular, that high school graduates should

start in clerical positions at a low salary because he said~

"They aren't worth very much at first and this is the best

way for them to learn the business."
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Cashiers ranked second among the general clerical

list in point of numbers employed. Most of the cashiers were

people of experience who had risen to their present position

after years of service in another position in the office.

Table IV shows that there are few opportunities for

mimeograph and multigraph operators and so an intensive in

struction in the use of copying machines of this type is

unnecessary in the commercial classes.

Operators of calculators and bookkeeper machines are

employed infrequently in offices and this type of instruction

is not needed in high schools. However, adding machines are

a1most universally used and same definite instruction in the

use of adding machines is needed. One official of a bank

remarked that everyone in the office must know how to use an

adding machine.
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TABLE IV

GENERAL CLERICAL POSITIONS

Number
Position Male Female Total Per Cent

Cashiers 33 10 43 16.4
Bill Clerks 8 10 18 6.9
File Clerks 7 7 2.6
General Office Clerks 94 26 120 45.6
Mail Clerks 4 5 9 3.4
Order Clerks 8 4 12 4.8
Shipping Clerks 7 7 2.6
Stock Clerks 17 2 19 7.1
Time Clerks 13 7 20 7.6
Mimeograph Operators 4 4 1.5
Mu1tigraph Operators 2 2 4 1.5

.Tota1 186 77 263
Per Cent 70 30 100
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF THE FOUR DIVISIONS
OF OFFInE EMPLOYEES

Number
Divisions Male Female Total Per Cent

Clerical 186 . 77 263 41
stenographic 3 142 145 24
Selling 45 76 121 20
Bookkeeping 33 61 94 15

Total 267 356 623 100

Table V yields a comparison of the four largest com

mercial fields. Clerical, stenographic and selling are the

positions most frequently listed and bookkeeping is lowest in

the list.

Apparently the high schools are providing for the

stenographlctraining needed as the courses in shorthand and

typing are included in almost all of the curricula. But how

abou~,sellingand clerical training in which fields employees

considerably outnumber those employed in stenographic and

bookkeeping positions? Moveover, the number of stenographers

listed in Table II (page 14), at least thirty-six would not

need to know shorthand. It is incumbent upon the commercial

teachers to introduce courses in clerical training and in

selling into the curricula offered in the high schools.
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Placement of Graduates. This part of the study

reveals the agencies used to obtain employees. A one hun

dred per cent response was secured in answer to the request

to rank, numerically, the frequency of use of certain agencies

in securing office employees.

Table VI shows that personal application was by far

the first choice of most personnel directors. The main pur

pose of this question was to ascertain the validity of the

statement that it was impossible to secure a position at the

present time without the assistance or recommendation of a

friend. The tabulated results proved that this was not true.

TABLE VI

A RANKING OF THE AGENCIES USED
IN OBTAINING EMPLOYEES

Choice Never
Agencies 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Used

Personal application 38 1 1 4 0 0 6
Recommendation of friend 2 17 4 3 1 0 23
Busin~ss College 1 7 8 4 0 0 30
High School 2 4 10 2 1 0 31
Newspaper advertisement 4 3 5 2 1 1 34
Employment agency 0 4 4 2 2 1 37

Somewhere in the education of pupils in secondary

schools should be instruction in the technique of making a

personal application for a job. Business men remarked that

first impressions were important and "personal applications

of the average highschool graduates are not very impressive."
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bUI'eau.

TABLE VII

82
18

per Cent

42
9

Number

INTEREST OF BUSINESS MEN IN
CENTRAL PLACEMENT BUREAU

Interested in Central Bureau
Opposed

The plan as outlined is for each high school to for

ward to a central bureau all the information which they have

relative to each graduate that will be of aid in placing

that individual in the position most fitted to his ability,

aptitude and interests. Some of the information would in

clude personality rating, scholarship rank, occupational

desires, and aptitudes. The Secretary of the Chamber of Cam

merce:has expressed a willingness to act as the central

Interest in Central Employment Bureau. Much interest

was manifested in the proposed establishment of a Central

Placement Bureau for all the high schools of the county.

Forty-two or approximately eighty-two per cent of the persons

interviewed expressed a willingness to use this service. Only

nine or eighteen per cent couldn't see any value in the pro

posed service or were not interested.
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Same of the remarks noted are the following:

It would be mutually helpful to the graduates and to

us. (Remark made by five)

Yes, subject tO,a personal interview and with guali

fications.

Yes, providing first choice iS'made from our own

school.

Does not apply to me with one employee, but sounds

like a good idea.

Minimum Age ~ Selection ~ Employees. Very few

employers expressed a willingness to employ helpers of less

than eighteen years of age. It was the general opinion that

high schools have been turning out a product too immature to

make a good employee. Only three employers expressed a

willingness to hire boys of sixteen and seventeen years. The

only positions open to persons of less than eighteen are Time

Clerks, Mail Clerks and Messenger Boys.

Executives wished their secretaries to be more than

twenty years of age altho they said they would give younger

people a trial. As one person said, "The question of age of

employment depends on the maturity of the individual and not

upon the chronological age."

Most of the personnel managers agreed that it is better

for young people graduating at less than eighteen to enroll in

post-graduate work in the high school rather than attempt to

find employment.



Age
position 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Bookkeeper 26 3 2
stenographer-

Bookkeeper 30
Shorthand-

stenographer 28 2
Dictaphone or

Ediphone Ope 7
Typist 15
Secretary 11 3
General Office

Clerk 20
Bill Clerk 9 1
File Clerk 7
Order Clerk 11
Time Clerk 1 8
Stook Clerk 9
Mail Clerk 2 7
Shipping ClB rk 10
Cashi·ers 13
Mimeograph

Operator , 2
Multigrs.ph

Ope.~ato» 2
Telephone Ope 15
Office Boy 1 7
Salesman 7 2 1
Adding Machine

Operator 5
Caloulator Ope 4

TABLE VIII

EMPLOYERS~ PREFERENCES RELATIVE
TO MINIMUM AGE OF HIRING

. EJ4PLOYEES

23
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TABLE IX

EMPLOYERS' PREFERENCES RELATIVE
TO SEX OF EMPLOYEES

Male Female
Position Preference Preference

Bookkeeper 16 15
Booklleeper-

stenographer 1 17
Shorthand-

stenographer 1 18
Dictaphone Operator 7
Typist 17
Secretary 8
General Office

Clerk 5 9
Bill Clerk 1 6
File Clerk 4
Order Clerk 5 2
Time Clerk 6 1
Stock Clerk 4 1-
Mail Clerk 3 2
Shipping Clerk 8
Cashier 5 ::;·5
Mimeograph Operator 1 1
MUltigraph Operator 1 1

~ Telephone Operator 9
~ q~fice Boy 5I,

Salesman 3 3
Adding Machine

Operator 2 3
Calculator Operator 2
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Mixed -Trades

Bookkeeper
General Office

Clerk
Order Clerk
Mail Clerk
Cashier
Sales Clerk
Calculating

Machine Ope

Time Clerk
Stock Clerk
Shipping Clerk
Orficeor

Messenger Boy

Menls Trades

SEX PREFERRED IN
OFFICE POSITIONS

TABLE X

expressed no preference. The tables indicate that women are

preferred in most of the office positions.

Women I S Trades

.
~ Preference. For several years there has been a

growing belief among educators that vocational commercial

education should be differentiated along sex lines. TO test

the soundness of this belief~ office managers were asked to

express their preference as to male or female employees in

the different positions. Tables IX and X show the tabulated

results of this question. Several of the interviewed persons

Shorthand-stenographer
Bookkeeper-Stenographer
Typist
Pictating Machine

Operator
Secrt)tary
Bill Clerk
File Clerk
Multigraph Operator
Mimeograph Operator
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Pre£erence Relative to ExEerience £f New Employees.

O££ice managers were asked to indicate the positions for

which training through previous experience is a prerequisite

to employment. It is interesting to note that there was a

striking unanimity 'among executives as to their preference

£or people al~eady trained.

Figure I (see next page) shows a graphic picture o£

the replies o£ £ifty-one personnel men relative to their

pre£erences as to whether an employee should or should not

have experience. The line in each case shows the percentage

o£ the total who checked pre£erence in the position represent

ed by it. It was noticeable that only seven positions re

quired training be£ore an application £or the position would

be considered.

Table XI, page 28, reveals the fact that only in two

p~sitions was experience required by no one. Experience was

required by less than £orty per cent in the case o£ the

positions o£ File Clerk, Order Clerk, Bill Clerk and General

Off~~e Clerk.

It is evident that same training must be obtained on

the job but a wider range of practical of£ice training in.

skills should be available in high schools. Furthermore, with

such practical training available, fewer pupils who have no

special aptitude for stenographic or bookkeeping work will

have to start anew on their real vocational training program

in an o££lce.
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FIGURE 1

PROPORTION OF EXECUTIVES WHO PREFER
NEW EMPLOYEES WITH EXPERIENCE
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TABLE XI

EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION
REQUIRED

Experience Required Education
Position Yes No Grade H. s. Bus.Coll. ColI.

Bookkeeper 11 5 10 3 1
Bookkeeper-

stenographer 17 18 10 7
shorthand-

stenographer 9 9 17 5 1
Dictaphone Ope 3 2 4 1
Typist 5 6 12 3
secretary 7 1 7 2 1
General Office

Clerk 4 7 10 1
Bill Clerk 3 4 5 2
File Clerk 1 4 4
Order Clerk 2 5 6 2
Time Clerk 3 5 4 1
stock Clerk 3 2 5
Mail Clerk 5 5
Shipping Clerk 6 3 1 7 2
Cashier 6 5 7 1
Mimeograph Ope 1 1 1
MUltigraph Ope 1 1 1
Telephone Ope 6 6 9

~. Office Boy 7 5
~. Sa1e,sman 3 5 1 3 1 2

Adding Mach. Ope 2 2 3 1
Calculator Ope 2 1 2

Total 95 104 2 137 32 5
Per Cent 48 52 1 78 18 3
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Educational Requirement. The present trend in business

offices is to employ older people and closely related to this

trend are the preferences of personnel managers for employees

with more education than used to be required.

Table XI shows the educational requirements for the

vari9us positions found in offices. The table represents the

preferences of the executives who made definite answers to

the question.

It seems well established that at least a high school

education is required for all positions by a majority and a

few require work beyound the high school in either a business

college or college.

The two exceptions, Shipping Clerk and Office Boy,

doubtless were listed as requiring only a grade school eduoa

tion because these ocoupations entail the use of manual and

not mental skill.

Figure 2 shows graphioally the ohances of an individual

without at least a high school education of seouring employ

ment in a Warren business offioe and the preferences of the

men in charge of employment for employees with higher eduoa

tion.



TABLE XII

PERSONAL TRAITS DESIRED
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FIGURE 2

EDUCATION REQUIRED BY
EMPLOYERS

**

*
( 1%)

(78%)

(18%)

( 3%)
0'--~1~0:--~2~0=-----;;3~O-~4r;=O:--~50~--';6~O-, ---;7:;"O~-8~0=:---'90

Percentages

Rank Numerically
Trait 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Honesty 30 10 1 4 1
Dependability 13 10 8 3 4
Loyalty 8 7 11 3 1 2 2 2
Initiative 4 4 3 5 11 5 2 1 2 1
Accuracy 6 3 6 6 4 3 6
Health 5 3 4 2 1 2 2 2 :3 2
Tact 2 1 3 6 :3 3 4 2 2 1
Courtesy 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 4 :3 :3
Gen. Appearance 4 1 2 2 5 4 2 :3 2
Cooperation 2 2 2 :3 5 :3 5 1 2
Adaptability 2 1 1 2 :3 2 ~ 2 :3

College

Bus. College

Grade School
High School

Desirable Personal Traits of Employees. The five out

standing personal traits as shown by the results of the

questionnaire are~ in order of their tabulated rank, honesty,

dependability, loyalty, initiative~ and accuracy. Honesty was

mentioned as first thirty times. Table XII gives the tabu

lated results of this question.
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TABLE XIII

90
74
74
74
55
53
52
50
49
36
33
16

8

Per Cent*

46
38
38
38
28
27
26
25
24
18
17

8
4

No. Times
Checked

COMPARATIVE RANK OF PERSONAL
TRAITS DESIRED BY EMPLOYERS

Personal
Trait

Inefficiencies Found Among Employees. In an effort to

find out definitely what business men considered the prevalent

weaknesses of their office help, they were asked to check the

noticeable ones among the list of eight given them. Some

wished to check all of the inefficiencies mentioned while

*The percentage rating was figured on basis of the number of
times listed in first ten out of possible fifty-one.

Table XIII shows the relative importance of thes'e

traits comparing them according to the number of times they

were checked by the fifty-one business executives. This

knowledge of the personal traits desired by personnel managers

will be helpful to·educators not only in instruction but also

in vocational and educational guidance.

Honesty
Dependability
Loyalty
Initiative
Courtesy
Tact
Health
Cooperation
General Appearance
Judgment
Adaptability
Poise
Voi~
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others only marked one or two. Table XIV lists the weaknesses

and the number of checks each received, also a percentage rat

ing, showing what per cent of the fifty-one possible checks,

each received.

TABLE XIV

TABUI",\TED RANK OF
INEFFICIENCIES

No. Times Per Cent Per Cent
Checked of 51 Total

Misspelling 24 48 18
Lack of Initiative 22 44 16
Poor use of English 22 44 16
Poor punctuation 21 41 15
Mathematical errors 21 41 15
Poor penmanship 12 24 8
Lack of dependability 9 18 6
Unable to work rapidly 9 18 6

The first five of these rank about equal in the

opinions of executives. Spelling is neglected in the high

schools and.is only taught when it is correlated with an

oth~r subject which method is not proving satisfactory.

Views Pertaining 12~ Content of~ Commercial

Curricula. The question was asked whether schools should'

include courses in Commercial Law, Advertising, Salesmanship,

in addition to Bookkeeping, Typing and Shorthand.

Thirty-four answered in the affirmative or sixty-six

per cent while seventeen believed there were too many courses

offered in the schools already.
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Some or the remarks orrered in answering this question

are given below:

"Yes, for breadt~ or view and understanding."

~eneral courses in these subjects are desirable ror

boys especially."

" Many students never go to college so they should have

this opportunity to broaden their education."

"Salesmanship especially should be offered to develop

conridence and good speaking voice."

"There is an open field for selling, also advertising

and display work-."

"These courses should be exploratory in nature."

'Desirability is for good training in the basic things

and let specialization come later." (Remark made by six)

" Schools should make a more intensive study of the

technical subjects."

Relative Importance or Technical Subjects. The Tech

nica~ business subjects or Typing, Shorthand, Bookkeeping

and Office Practice were rated by the business men. Typing

ranked first in the tabulated results as it was mentioned

first twenty-nine times. A practical course in Office

Practice was ranked second, probably due to the belief that

employees do not use shorthand and bookkeeping as often as

they would a course based on general office practices. Table

XV shows the way the courses ranked in the opinions of the

persons interviewed.



by courses in Business English and Business Arithmetic.
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TABLE XV

COMPARATIVE RANK OF THE
TECHNICAL BUSINESS

SUBJECTS

Numerical Ranking-
subjects First Second Third Fourth

Typing 29 7 6 2
Office Practice 13 13 8 8
Shorthand 8 12 16 15
Bookkeeping 9 8 13 21

Some of the persons interviewed believed that the

above subjects were of equal rank and therefore marked them

all as first which accounts for the large number of firsts.

Relative Importance ~ Social-Business Subjects.

Table XVI shows the way the six social-business subjects of

Business Law, salesmanship, Economics, Business English,

Business Arithmetic, and Economic Geography ranked in the

education of office employees.

Business men count Business English and Business

Arithmetic as two of the most important commercial subjects

in the training of their employees. The inefficiencies which

were listed as outstanding (see Table XIV, Page 32) were mis

spelling, poor use of English, poor punctuation and mathematical

inaccuracies and these should be eliminated to a certain extent
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FIGURE 3
GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF IMPORTANCE

OF SOCIAL-BUSINESS SUBJECTS
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TABLE XVI

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL-BUSINESS
SUBJECTS IN THE EDUCATION OF

EMPLOYEES

The data from Table XVI was used in the construction

Business Law

Numerical Ranking
Subjects 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Business English 23 '15 3 2 43
Business Arithmetic 10 14 7 5 3 39
Salesmanship 12 4 5 5 3 2 31
Economics 3 4 5 9 7 1 29
Business Law 3 2 8 6 4 5 28
Economic Geography 4 5 6 12 27

Business English

Busi:ness Arith.

Economic Geog.

Salesmanship

Economics

of Figure 3. First choice was rated six points, second choice

was rated five points, third choice was rated four and so on

for the others. Chart number 3 represents the opinions of

employers graphically.
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to so many different phases of school work that it is im

possible to arrange them in a table. Many of them are

Suggestions ~ Increasing Usefulness of High School

to Business. These suggestions were so varied and related

in two cases. Several of the stores reported that employees

were given training in salesmanship. on the whole very little

training of employees was found as a result of the interviews.

Desirability of "Part Time" Training of Seniors in

Business Offices. Business executives in most cases expressed

a willingness to cooperate with the schools in placing seniors

in part time jobs •. They admitted it would be a better plan

for the schools and the students involved than for the company.

However, it was admitted that it would give the firms and

opportunity to became acquainted with prospects for future

employment. Thirty-five or seventy-six per cent thought it

was a good plan and would like to see it tried, while eleven

answered in the negative. Several thought it would be of

value in a vocational guidance program by giving students

opportunities to become acquainted with different positions

under actual working conditions.

Training 2! Employees ~ Offices. Most of the train

ing given was for the position which the employee held and

not for the personal advancement of the employee. Three

firms reported training of a technical nature peculiar to

·that position. Training was given by experienced employees
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closely related to the questions studied in the question

naire. Part of the suggestions received are listed below:

Too many graduates lack fundamentals--Stenographers

cannot spell and Bookkeepers cannot add.

Teach fundamentals. Teach something like self-sales

manship. Give them something to offer an employer for

business must make a profit and anyone who can create a

profit over salary can always get a job.

Courses in business administration should be added to

the high school curricula.

Some sort of psychological analysis should be used

that would guide a student into the profession, business or

trade in which his peculiar makeup would give him the Brgest

measure of success. An employer and employee "takes a chance"

at present.

Teach practical things in teaching business sUbjects.

Moral training should be added to the other kinds of

training given.

Success does not come to anyone over night and schools

can do a great deal in teaching students to give an employer

the vest service he is capable of at all times.

Leave specialization until student is more mature.

Most of the high school students graduate at age of seventeen

or eighteen and they have plenty of time to specialize after

they decide upon their vocation.
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Teach a better under~tanding of the business world.

Present to students some of the problems facing employers

of the workmen in the present industrial world.

Oharacter training eapeelally in industry, applieation,

concentration and obedience should be integrated with all

courses.

Emphasi~e the fundamentals of the three R's.
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CHAPTER III

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Swnmary. This study was made mainly to determine

employers' answers to the following questions:

1. What are the voca~ional opportunities in Warren,

Ohio, for the ·commercial graduates and how nearly do the

commercial curricula offered in the high schools fit the

community's needs?

2. What information can employers furnish that may

be used in vocational gUidance and in the placement of the

graduates?

3. What are the requirements in training, sex, age,

and experience of business executives?

4. What remedial constructive suggestions can be

offered from a study of the data of the survey?

Based on the tabulated results of the survey, the

foll.C?wing swnmaryseems warranted:

1. The vocational or skill bUilding subjects in

business education still have an important place in the h~gh

school curriculum. A total of six hundred thirty-five employees

were listed by the fifty-one executives. Seventy-eight per cent

of the employers said they would hire high school graduates

providing they were qualified and equal in abilities to other

applicants.
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Clerical work seems to offer greatest opportunity

for high school graduates.

6. About three-fourths of all employees are secured

by personal application. Employments which came about as

result of the recommendation of a friend were second.

7. Eighty~two per cent of the executives were inter

es~~d in the establishment of a Central Employment Bureau

and would like to help in the effort to place each graduate

satisfactorily in positions suitable to each.

8. Eighteen years was the age required by most firms

of their employees. Since the average senior is under

eighteen, it was recommended that post-graduate courses be

offered for those under eighteen years.

41%
24
20
15

Clerical
stenographic
selling
Bookkeeping

~. Fifty-two per cent signified that they would be

willing to employ graduates with no previous experience.

3. Most of the office employees or fifty-six per

cent were women, and practically all employers expressed a

preference for women stenographers and secretaries.

4. Men were preferred for clerical jobs~ especially

as general office clerks.

5. The four large divisions of employees show the

following relative number of workers:
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secure more mature employees.

9. Only two positions were open for persons with less

than a high school education. The trend seemed to be employ

ment of people with more than a high school education so as to

include courses in law, advertising and salesmanship especi

ally for their general education value.

13. Typing and Office Practice were ranked highest of

the technical subjects. Most of the persons interviewed

decided a practical course in Office Practice would be bene

fic:tal for all office workers.

10. The four personal traits of honesty, dependability,

loyalty and initiative were ranked highest by the results of

the study.

11. Most of the new employees were weak in spelling,

personal initiative, use of English, punctuation and in

mathematics. Good manners weigh heavily in the scale of

business success and office or business etiquette should be

given students in some one of their courses.

12. The cammercial curricula of the schools should

14. Courses in Business English and Business Arith

metic were thought to be most important of the Social-Bu$iness

subjects. The three R's or fundamentals should be stressed.

15. t1part-Time" training for seniors was des:irable,

according to the opinions of seventy-six per cent. Pupils see

the ways in which their training will be applied practically

in future and this gives added meaning to courses. Employers

favor the plan as it permits them to find and train employees.
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Recommendations. Building a modern curriculum to

best meet the needs of the students and the community is a

large problem. One must consider the number and kinds of

jobs available in lpcal community and in other communities

to which students may migrate and we must consider other

private schools that are providing similar training.

The following recommendations are made for bettering

the cammercial curricula:

1. It is recommended that a follow-up study of the

recent graduates and drop-outs from cammercial courses be

made to find out exactly in what kinds of office and store

positions these youth are employed. The results of this study

should be published so as to help show pupils and parents what

employment opportunities are for high school trained people.

2. The standards of admission to advanced shorthand

and bookkeeping classes should be raised which will help limit

the number enrolled to number having fair chance of employment.

3. Courses should be developed for general clerical

and_store service positions in which high school students have

a far greater chance of finding employment than in shorthand

or bookkeeping positions.

4. Include in commercial curricula a wider variety of

social business SUbjects, including business behavior, and see

that the maximum possible contribution to economic adjustment

in the community is made. Among the subjects rich in social

and economic values are Business Law, Economics, Salesmanship,
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6. The establishment of a Central Placement Bureau

should be planned by the County Cammercial Teachers' Assoc

iation. Personnel selection should become more objective.

Employers should be told what the student does and how he

excels. Due to the fact that about three-fourths of all

,
Economic Geography, and Consumer Education. These should

aid in increasing the pupil's understanding of business as

a social organization and to increasing the general educa

tion of the student. Many pupils are in school for a general

education and do not have a,definite vocational objective.

Business educators should not discourage these people.

5. There is a fundamental need for vocational

guidance in high school to lessen the percentage who take

technical business sUbjects but do not use them. It is rec

ommended that each school provide adequate vocational

guidance service wherein counselors are required to base their

recommendations upon facts and not upon their opinions. The

guidance counselors should be in close touch with the County

Placement Bureau.

jobs are secured through personal application, training in

personal habits and in the procedure to use in applying for

positions, should be included in the last year's school work.

7. It is recommend~d that practical courses in pen

manship, spelling, punctuation and mathematics be given as

most executives stressed failings in these.
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8. Time should be allowed ~or ~requent class and

teacher visitations to business o~fices. Business men should

be urged to ~requently visit schools and address classes

relating their office problems and requirements. The above

procedure will bring about better cooperation between in

dustry and the school.

9. It is ~urther recommended that the heads of depart

ments secure part-time work ~or the pupils during the last

hal~ o~ the senior year. This will enable those who look for

ward to completing their courses within a short time to get a

glimpse of actual o~~ice work and practice before they get

through with their training in school.

10. The small number o~ employees performing certain

o~ the jobs included on the questionnaire, such as mimeo

graph and mUltigraph operators, ~ile clerks, Dictaphone and

Ediphone operators, and calculator operators, indicates that

it is impractical ~or the school to set up specialized cur

ricula for this group of employees, but that training in
~

these positions should be included in the office practice

course.



curriculum making. A continuous investigation to determine

the number of jobs open in the community, and limit enroll

ment so that there will be an adequate number of well trained

45

Conclusion. There are many problems to be faced in

workers ready for those jobs; if we learn, from. employers,

the necessary qualifications, and if we make adequate pro

vision for gUidance, for consumer training and for social

business training, than we can develop commercial curricula

of which commercial departments can be proud.
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Poor use of English
Lack of dependability
Inability to work

rapidly

A SURVEY TO DETERMINE THE lHEWPOINTS OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVE'S
RELATIVE TO THE 'COMMEROIAL CURRICULUMS OF HIGH SCHOOLS

1. Please indicate with a check mark which of the following are
most prevalent among your employees.
P
Poor punctuation
Mathematical errors
Poor penmanship' .
Lack of initiative
Misspelling of words

2. Rank in numer.ieaiUorder the desirability of the following
personal traits in an employee.
Honesty Dependability Accuracy JUdgment ___
Loyalty Courtesy Health Poise
Tact --- Initiative --- General Appearance ---
Voice ::: Adaptability ::: Cooperativeness

3. Do you believe schools should offer courses in Law, Sales
manship, Advertising in addition to the strictly technical
subjects of Bookkeeping, Typing, and Shorthand? Yes No
Remarks -------------------------4. Rank in numerical order the following sUbjects of the com-
mercial curriculum as to value in education of your employees.

TECHNICAL-BUSINESS SUBJECTS
Typin@ Shorthand Bookkeeping Office Practice ___

SOCIAL-BUSINESS SUBJECTS
Business Law Economics Economic Geography ___
Salesmanship::: Business English __ Business Arithmeti~

Remarks
5. Is training given to your employees in your office?

Yes No. What Kind?
6. Do you think it would be a good plan to place seniors in

"part-time" business positions? Yes No _.
7. Rank the following agencies in numerical order according to

frequency of use made of them in securing employees. Mark
with (x) the ones you do not use.
Personal application Newspaper ads. Business College
Employment Agency :: High School Friendfs Recommend

8. If the High Schools of the County established a Central
Employment Bureau for the placing of graduates, would you be
interested in using this service? Yes NoRemarks _

9. Suggestions for increasing usefulness of high schools to
business.
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COMMERCIAL OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITY SURVEY
OF WARREN, OHIO

INSTRUCTIONS: You are asked to answer five questions concern
ing the different commercial positions you have in your business.
"M" at the head of the colwnn means male and "F" refers to
female.

Minimum Prefer- Number Is Expe. i- Educational
Commercial age ence normally ence Requirements
Positions ~mployees Male employed require< 1. Grade S.

will be or of a 2. High S.
hired Female Beginne 3. Bus. Col.

4. College
M F M F M F M F 1 ,2;"f" 3 4

SAMPLE 18 18 oX 11 12 x :it::,
Bookkeepers
Bookkeeper-
Stenographers
Bliorthand-
Stenographers
D1ctaphone or
Ediphone user
Typists
Secretary
General
Office Clerk
F1~e G~erks

Order G~erks

Time Clerks
Stock Clerks
Mail Clerks -Shipping Clerk
cas~ier8
M:tmaograpn
Operator
MUl.tl~rapn
Opera or
TeJ.epnone
Operator
Messenger or
Office Boy
Salesman
Add1n~ Mach.
Opera or
Cal.cuJ.ator
Operator



Stanley Grove, Mgr.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Yours very truly,

May 26, 1938

We highly recommend this type of study at this time, and
sincerely urge that you give every assistance possible in
advising and offering information available in your field.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This will introduce Mr. F. S. McCoy, Principal of the Bazetta
School, Trumbull County, Ohio.

Mr. McCoy has solicited our cooperation in securing information
pertinent to a suggested personnel study whereby commercial
training through the local and surrounding schools could be
developed into a more thorough training for the student per
sonnel who are graduating into industrial and retail
establishments.

'SG :KJ
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